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01. INTRODUCTION
This report documents a public input and technical study process resulting in recommendations
and estimated costs to remediate the landscape buffer on the east side of the intersection of
Tramway and Indian School Road. For several hundred feet north of Indian School Road to
about 75 feet south of the road, the surface has lost plant cover and is eroding into the
roadway with the resulting sediment carried away into the storm sewer system. This report
provides a process to rehabilitate the landscape in such a way that it prevents the same
conditions from returning that created the problems in the first place and to potentially create
a template solution that can be applied to other distressed areas in the Tramway landscape
buffer. To do so requires understanding the needs of the site from many different aspects. The
report examines several possible strategies and from these potential solutions provides
recommendations for rehabilitating this site and preventing the existing degraded conditions
from reoccurring in the future. The recommendations also include strategies to address new
responsibilities that have arisen since the planting strip was planted in the late 1980’s. These
include storm water management responsibilities placed on the City by the Federal
Environmental Protection Agency, and the growing need to provide wildlife management,
conservation whenever possible and the humane relocation of wildlife when necessary.
Site and Environment
Tramway Road, for 8 miles from Interstate 40 to where it becomes the access road to the
Sandia Peak Tramway, is abutted on both its east and west shoulders by a planted landscape
buffer that varies in width between 40 to 120 feet. This landscaped strip is used extensively by
area residents and also by citizens from throughout the community for walking and cycling
and is considered an aesthetic asset to the whole of Albuquerque. The buffer is comprised
primarily by slopes lined with native vegetation reflecting the natural aesthetic of the area.
On the east shoulder of Tramway is the location of a continuous paved multi-use trail. There is
also an intermittently occurring paved trail in the buffer off the west shoulder.
In recent years, sections of the buffer have been degraded by invasive species and possibly by
animal burrowing. The largest impacted area is, as noted, the northeastern corner of the
intersection of Tramway Boulevard and Indian School Road. The lands at this intersection were
severely degraded by an invasive tree species and in need of rehabilitation. As aesthetic
concerns and safety issues have accumulated, it became necessary to remove the invasive
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species. Foremost among the issues was that in addition to the native vegetation, other native
inhabitants, such as prairie dogs also make their home here; however, some of the habits of the
prairie dogs caused seemingly unsightly removal of the native vegetation directly around
burrows, which exposes slopes to erosion. There was also a growing concern their tunnels could
be extending under the Tramway and Indian School cross-sections potentially causing parts of
these roads to collapse.
Further exasperating the decline of the planted buffer, the area become overgrown by a highly
invasive tree species, Ailanthus altissima or Tree of Heaven which had already occupied private
landscaped areas directly east of site. The tree is unfavorable for many reasons, primarily
because it is incredibly difficult to remove once established. This invasive volunteer formed a
thicket that was unmanageable, unsightly and impeded motorists’ clear site of cross-traffic at
the intersection.
Land Use and Geography
The intersection of Tramway (also designated as New Mexico State Highway 556) and Indian
School is a major urban intersection that services over 30,000 vehicles a day. Tramway
Boulevard, as a State Highway is part of the right of way and maintenance inventory for the
New Mexico Department of Transportation (NMDOT). The maintenance of Indian School Road
is the responsibility of the City of Albuquerque Department of Municipal Development.
Tramway Road runs north to south along Albuquerque’s eastern boundary, and is a regional
principal arterial that provides the chief transportation corridor for numerous neighborhoods
and shopping centers. Tramway is also the exterior loop road or bypass from southeast
Albuquerque to the northern part of the Metropolitan area. Indian School Road is a minor
arterial which connects adjoining neighborhoods to the north-south arterial roads and activity
corridors of Albuquerque’s North East Heights such as the Uptown District and University of New
Mexico North Campus Medical School.
Land-uses that surround the intersection include a CVS pharmacy, a Walgreens
pharmacy, a neighborhood office and commercial center, a City Fire Station, an indoor
storage locker and a regional amusement center. The nearby residential neighborhoods are
stable and thriving. Housing within the neighborhoods includes a mix of all types of single family
homes and large multi-family apartment complexes.
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1.1 PROJECT SCOPE
1. Re-vegetation/Landscape Rehabilitation Strategy
The primary purpose of this study is to develop feasible design solutions that will mitigate
the degradation of the slopes and will rehabilitate the landscape at the northeastern
section of the Tramway Boulevard and Indian School Road intersection and will prevent
the same conditions (a highly-eroded Prairie Dog habitat) that caused the degradation,
from returning.
2. Relocation of Prairie Dog Population
In order to rehabilitate this area and to ensure that any future development is not
compromised by wildlife habits, the existing Prairie Dog colony at this site has been
humanely relocated by NMDOT.
3. Develop a Report to Address Future Design and Issues
This phase of the project will include a report (this document) that outlines design
strategies that can be implemented to effectively rehabilitate this site. This includes water
harvesting, erosion mitigation, Prairie Dog prevention, and grading strategies.
4. Investigate Similar Scenarios for the Entire Tramway Corridor
The Tramway Corridor (the length of Tramway Boulevard from Paseo del Norte, south, to
I-40) will be observed and analyzed to determine if similar degradation exists and if so,
how the design solution produced may serve as a prototype for rehabilitating other
affected areas along the corridor.
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02. BACKGROUND INFO
2.1 EXISTING CORRIDOR CONDITIONS INVENTORY
Part of the investigation of this site was to understand the site’s history in order to help prevent
these conditions from returning when the site is rehabilitated. The graphic below (figure 1)
demonstrates several other areas of the Tramway Corridor that are exhibiting similar degraded
conditions that should be addressed in the future (see figure 1 for inventory number locations).
The corridor was surveyed and areas exhibiting clear evidence of degradation were noted. This
evidence included observable erosion problems, large prairie dog colonies, and obvious
removal of vegetation, similar to the conditions at the current site of investigation at Indian
School Rd. and Tramway Blvd. The table below outlines the approximate location and estimated
square footage of each identified area of degraded landscape for consideration in future
funding and estimating purposes.

Table 1. Descriptions of degraded landscapes identified along the Tramway Corridor.
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Figure 2. Areas of degraded landscapes along the Tramway Corridor. The red circle indicates the site under investigation.
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2.2 SITE CONTEXT
The intersection of Tramway Boulevard and Indian School Road was not always degraded as it is
today. It used to look much like the rest of the healthy and thriving landscaped zones within the
corridor (see figure 1). Erosion is a primary indicator that this site has been disturbed and is in
need of rehabilitation. Figure 3 provides a photo summary of the area and the photos that
comprise Figure 4 hi-lite specific problems resulting from the degraded landscape
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Figure 3. Area of investigation at the Tramway Boulevard and Indian School Road intersection. Approximately 80,000 Square Feet.
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There is significant evidence of erosion at this site (Figure 3 above). The main cause is the lack of
vegetation that functions to stabilize soil. Runoff has developed rivulets and is slowly eroding the
slopes washing sediment into the storm drain and adjacent roadways. The movement of
sediment onto the sidewalk surface (lower right photo) poses a slipping hazard to pedestrians.

Figure 4. Current conditions plagued by erosion.
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2.3 BACKGROUND RESEARCH
The current degraded conditions are the result of simultaneously occurring adverse conditions,
though it is uncertain which came first or if they were at all corelated with each other. The first is
the growth or expansion of a Prairie Dog town. The second is the prescribed eradication of the
Tree of Heaven at the site. The consequence of both of these occurrences resulted in complete
de-vegetation of the site and therefore, significant erosion issues. To better understand these
issues, the following sections provide background information on the characteristics and
prevention strategies of these several critical issues.
Prairie Dogs: Prairie Dog towns exist along the Tramway Corridor and elsewhere in Albuquerque.
This site happens to be home to a large town whose existence has become increasingly evident
as the landscape has degraded. There are mixed feelings in the surrounding community
regarding these creatures. Many advocate for their protection while others see them as a
nuisance and would like for them to be removed. It is unclear whether they have contributed to
the degradation of the landscape or if it only appears that way given the previously mentioned
factors. However, the prairie dogs have been humanly removed and relocated to ensure that
they do not contribute to the degradation of any rehabilitation efforts.

PRAIRIE DOG FACTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highly Social.
Live in communities
called “Towns”.
Create elaborate
burrows that descend
6’ -12’ below the
ground.
Eat grasses, roots and
sometimes, insects.
Get water from
digesting grasses
(do not drink water).

Figure 5. Prairie Dogs

Preventative Strategies for Prairie Dogs: Prairie Dogs tend to make their homes on slopes clear of
any visual barriers in an attempt to see predators from a distance. A typical approach to
preventing Prairie Dogs from making a town is to create an inhospitable environment by
providing many visual barriers. This can also be done by encouraging predators, especially birds
of prey to roost or perch nearby by providing raptor perches. More intensive measures involve
constructing physical barriers such as buried wire mesh or metal fencing that is buried below the
surface.
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PREVENTION STRATEGIES

Figure 6. Raptor Perch -encourages predatory birds to nest in
the area, which can discourage Prairie Dog activity.

Figure 7. Switch Grass (Panicum virgatum) can be used as
a visual barrier and low-water plant. Low-Water plants are
not a good food/water source for Prairie Dogs.
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•

Use Low-Water
Vegetation

•

Create Barrier Walls

•

Plant Tall Grasses or
Hedges

•

Build Raptor
Perches/Houses

•

Excavate & Mesh

•

Reduce visibility of
predators
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Figure 8. Low-water use plants such as Fernbush (left), Apache Plume (center), and Big Sage (right) can be
utilized to discourage Prairie dogs as they cannot satisfy water needs as easily by ingesting these species.

PREVENTION STRATEGIES
•

Use Low-Water
Vegetation

•

Create Barrier Walls

•

Plant Tall Grasses or
Hedges

•

Build Raptor
Perches/Houses

•

Excavate & Mesh

•

Reduce visibility of
predators

Figure 9. Barrier Fence

Figure 10. Metal mesh barrier below grade.

Tree of Heaven: A highly invasive species of tree, Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima) was
previously rampant at the site. This volunteer/invader is incredibly difficult to prevent and
remove. The only successful method of removal and prevention is excavating the root system as
well as treating the roots with herbicide to prevent suckers from sprouting. Given the nature of
this species, preventative measures became futile which lead to eradication efforts through the
use of herbicide. This was eventually the course of action that was needed to remove the trees
at this site. It was a concern that the herbicide contributed to the de-vegetation of any
remaining native southwestern plants at the site. While this cannot be confirmed or denied, a soil
analysis was conducted as part of this study which revealed no residual herbicides are left in the
soil.
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TREE OF HEAVEN FACTS
•

Highly invasive.

•

Rapid and rampant
growth.

•

High seed viability (prolific
spreading).

•

Difficult to remove and
eradicate.

•

Heaves Pavements

Figure 11. Tree of Heaven

Preventative Strategies for Tree of Heaven: As mentioned
previously, the Tree of Heaven is highly invasive and has
the ability to grow just about anywhere. Where Tree of
Heaven has taken root, the most effective way to prevent
it growing back is to cut it down and apply herbicide to
the stump immediately. The most effective measure is to
remove the majority of the root system by pulling it out of
the ground.
However, given the pervasive nature of the Tree of
Heaven and the plant’s ability to disperse seeds over a
wide vector, local eradication will not suffice. A regional
prevention program that relies on volunteers for consistent
monitoring of new invasive growth at these sites, must be
in place to eradicate the species. This will likely require the
formation of community groups organized to identify the
species and can facilitate its removal before maturity and
educate landowners that for the betterment of the
community not to use the tree as a landscape feature.

PREVENTION STRATEGIES
•

Poison: Herbicide or Root
Injection- Effective, but
can have unintended
consequences.

•

Excavate Roots – Must
remove root system to
prevent “suckers” from
emerging nearby.

•

Manage TOH through
informed citizen groups
working with local
agencies to identify,
target, and remove
smaller trees before they
are too difficult to remove.

Figure 12. Removing the roots of the
Tree of Heaven.
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03. PUBLIC INPUT PROCESS
Given the nature of this project and the varying opinions of the community members for which it
represents, the public input process was critical to understanding the needs of this project and
for the future design of the rehabilitation. Over the course of two public meetings where
presentations of the current efforts and research were presented, community members were
encouraged to provide feedback about the design intentions and preferences for aesthetics as
well as any special concerns they had about the project itself. Each comment was documented
and recorded in a matrix (see Appendix). It highlights the main points of each comment and
describes how the input was or was not incorporated into the three design concepts.

Figure 13. Excerpt from Public Input Matrix. See Appendix for full version.
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04. RECOMMENDATIONS
While there are many factors that will inform the final design of the site, the most critical factor
is that the land must be stabilized to support new vegetation growth. To provide more stable
conditions, the prevention of erosion and Prairie Dogs, and the effective removal and
prevention of the Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima) is critical to ensuring the integrity of this
site.
An array of techniques and strategies were developed to rehabilitate the landscape and to
prevent or deter the conditions that now plague it from returning. These strategies are
demonstrated in the following three concepts. They focus primarily on creating an environment
not appealing for Prairie Dogs, erosion control, water harvesting to offset the need for
supplemental irrigation, as well as providing an aesthetic that relates to the context of the
Tramway Corridor.
Through the public input process (see Appendix – Public Input Matrix), it was discovered that
there are varying concerns and desires that the surrounding communities wish to have
addressed in the concepts. Many of these are preferences for the visual appeal or aesthetics
of what they consider the entrance to their neighborhood, while others are requests for
resolving safety concerns.
The findings from the site investigation and the community goals and concerns identified
through the public input process were then applied to inform the development of the
following three concepts. These scenarios demonstrate effective measures for achieving the
required goals and shall serve as recommendations for any future rehabilitation efforts.
Varying in complexity and therefore costs, the level of invasiveness or alteration to the site
decreases in order of the concepts. This means that Concept 1 is likely the most invasive and
Concept 3 the least invasive as the alterations to the landforms and level of detail are
decreased.
The following concepts are diagrammatic and are intended to guide development of
construction drawings, the next phase of the rehabilitation of this site. The recommended
design will be focused and detailed to adhere to NMDOT and other agency standards and
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requirements for setbacks, clear sight triangles, and all other relevant design parameters to
ensure the safety of all users of this site. These agencies will be included in design reviews to
ensure these standards are met and also that the safety of this site and the adjacent
roadways is maintained. The design will provide for reducing maintenance, including
keeping any ground cover stable so that it does not erode onto the paved trail or onto the
roadway cross-sections. Ultimately an interagency agreement will have to occur between
the owner of planting strip, the NMDOT, and the City of Albuquerque who wishes to
participate in mitigating the degraded sites in the Tramway Landscape buffer.
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4.1 CONCEPT 1
Concept 1 - The Contour Swale and Formal Aesthetic concept, demonstrates the use of contour
swales for managing on-site and off-site storm water runoff. The concepts include stormwater
management, as part of the City’s responsibility to meet the standards established in Federal
Environmental Protection Agency MS4 Stormwater Permit, issued to the City. Stormwater is
directed into linear basins that run parallel to the contours. The captured storm water is then
directed into planted areas providing natural precipitation for irrigation. The swales can then be
planted with denser vegetation tan the areas outside of the swale. This also prevents erosion as
the earthwork stabilizes the soils.
To prevent the return of a Prairie Dog town, a galvanized metal mesh with a tight weave,
buried below grade is recommended to prevent burrowing. As a less invasive approach, the
mesh should not be placed directly under the water harvesting basins, which will also reduce
the amount of mesh needed. In its place, the basins should be lined with cobble to discourage
burrowing at the surface.
The edges of the contour swales can be built up to create visual barriers that discourage Prairie
Dogs as it hinders their ability to spot predators. Low-water plant species, such as sages and
other drought adapted shrubs, are recommended for use as Prairie Dogs are attracted to higher
water use plant species. Other prevention strategies, such as a raptor perch and concrete
barrier walls are incorporated.
The concept demonstrates a formal aesthetic through more organized planting
arrangements, more ornate plant species, and constructed elements, such as concrete walls.
It also incorporates the addition of a small respite with a bench.
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Figure 13. Concept 1 Recommendations.
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4.2 CONCEPT 2
Concept 2 - The Water Harvesting Basins and Naturalistic Aesthetic concept, demonstrates the
use of water harvesting basins that function similarly to contour swales, for managing on-site
stormwater runoff by directing it into micro basins that run parallel to the contours. The captured
stormwater is then directed into planted areas providing natural precipitation for irrigation. The
basins can then be planted with denser vegetation than the areas outside of the swale. This also
prevents erosion as the earthwork stabilizes the soils.
To prevent the return of a Prairie Dog town, a continuous galvanized metal mesh with a tight
weave, buried below grade is recommended to prevent burrowing. The basins should be lined
with cobble to discourage burrowing at the surface.
As in Concept 1, the edges of the basins can be built up to create visual barriers that
discourage Prairie Dogs as it hinders their ability to spot predators. Low-water plant species, such
as sages and other drought adapted shrubs are recommended for use as Prairie Dogs are
attracted to higher water use plant species. Other prevention strategies, such as a raptor perch
are incorporated.
The concept demonstrates a naturalistic aesthetic through less formalized planting
arrangements, fewer decorative plants and more native plant species, and fewer constructed
elements. It also recommends using at least one native species of groundcover that provides a
food source for migrating butterflies so as to help restore and support some of the area’s
historical biodiversity. The use of gabion baskets and colored gravel aid in erosion control as
well as enhancing this aesthetic.
Monarch Waystation
The City is recognized by biologists as one of the largest islands of humanity in a sea of wildlife.
The community has built upon this in numerous ways including the establishment and
remediation of the volcanic escarpment as Petroglyph National Monument, the Rio Grande
Bosque as Rio Grande State, Park, old Valley Gold Dairy Fields as the Valley Del Oro National
Waterfowl Refuge, and the crown jewel, designating the City’s iconic Sandia Mountain as a
National Wilderness Area, the last of which is located within a quarter mile of Tramway. Even
the community’s allowing for prairie dog populations to exist within urban areas unless a
concern from or for the colony arises, and then only relocating instead of eradicating these
towns, is indicative to the commitment made to wildlife.
Though it has become necessary to relocate the prairie dog town at this location; to continue
its use to preserve wildlife, we propose that in addition to constructing a rapture perch at the
site, that the Concept 2 design will also include a Western Monarch Butterfly Waystation.
Monarch Waystation Habitats are places that provide the resources necessary for Monarch
Butterflies to produce successive generations and sustain their migration by providing places of
respite and substance. The resources to create these waystations basically include installing
plantings from the following lists:
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MILKWEED:
Butterfly Weed (Asclepias tuberosa)
Narrowleaf Milkweed (Asclepias fascicularis)
Showy Milkweed (Asclepias speciosa)
Swamp Milkweed (Asclepias incarnata)
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General Nectar Plants:
Blue Sage (Salvia farinacea)
Chia (Salvia columbariae)
Scarlet Sag (Salvia coccinea)
Titonia Torch, Mexican Sunflower
(Tithonia) Zinnia, Dahlia Mix (Zinnia elegans)
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Figure 145. Concept 2 Recommendations.
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4.3 CONCEPT 3
Concept 3 - The Contoured Erosion Control and Matched Corridor Aesthetic concept, is the
least invasive of the three concepts and proposes a more traditional rehabilitation approach by
limiting the complexity of interventions and additional aesthetic elements. It demonstrates the
use of a contoured or ribbed grading approach that provides micro-catchments for
precipitation retaining it where it lands on the surface instead of allowing it to collect and erode
the surface. As in Concept 1, a galvanized metal mesh with a tight weave, buried below grade
is recommended to prevent burrowing, however, without the additional surface protection, the
mesh should be continuous throughout.
The concept demonstrates a naturalistic aesthetic that mimic the landscape typology of the
majority of the Tramway Corridor, with a plant palette matching the species found within it and
no decorative landscape elements.
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Figure 16. Concept 3 Recommendations.
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4.4 FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
As mentioned previously, all three of the above concepts demonstrate effective
approaches to achieving the goals of this project – rehabilitating the landscape
and preventing the same conditions that degraded it from returning. However,
Concept 2, the Water Harvesting Basins and Naturalistic Aesthetic concept, is the
recommended approach to the rehabilitation project. This is based on several
factors.
•

The use of a buried wire mesh is one of the only strategies that can almost
certainly prevent the burrowing of Prairie Dogs and, therefore, prevent their return
to the site.

•

The use of only native ground cover and shade plantings and not planting
decorative shrubs reduces the need for maintenance and supplemental
irrigation needs, while achieving a visual aesthetic that reflects the rest of the
Tramway Corridor. Color to the landscaping will instead be supplemented
through the planting of the monarch waystation.

•

The overall invasiveness of this design is moderate compared to Concept1
For example, the use of smaller scattered basins versus linear contour swales that
run the length of the site achieves the same goal of collecting runoff and
reducing erosion with less impact and less earth moving requirements.

•

The wildlife conservation function that was created through the prairie dog
colony will be continued in a form suitable for the site environment through the
Monarch Butterfly Waystation.
In each case, the recommendation for Concept 2 is that it achieves the goals of
the project and reflects the majority of the community preferences for aesthetics
and a sense of an entry way into their neighborhoods, while balancing the
potential costs of implementation and required maintenance expenses.
Funding:
The City of Albuquerque will work with multiple agencies and utilize it resources to
develop a funding package that will then fund the physical design and
construction phase of this project. During this development period, maintenance
responsibilities and agreements will be determined to ensure the proper care is
provided and safety is ensured for this investment.
The cost estimate provided below demonstrates the estimated costs for
implementation of the recommended Concept 2. The site is approximately 80,000
square feet. The majority of the costs reflect the installation of wire mesh over this
large area to ensure that prairie dogs are unable to inhabit this site in the future. A
contingency is added to account for unexpected or undetected issues such as
utility relocation or archeological findings.
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Table 2. Conceptual cost estimate for implementation of Concept 2.
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05. APPENDIX
PUBLIC COMMENTS AND FEEDBACK
(See Public Input Matrix)
1- Received 5/18/2017:
I have seen prairie dog colonies in the NE corner of Candelaria and Tramway,
which extends to Hugh Graham Cul-de-Sac. There is also one on the SW corner of
that intersection, on the church property.
The one on the NE corner started about 15 years ago when prairie dogs were
driven off of the West side of Tramway by development. Previously there had
been none.
There is a new colony at the SE corner of Montgomery and Tramway, several
years old. The burrows are very close to the pavement of Tramway Blvd. This
seems to be expanding.
I have not seen prairie dogs to the north of Montgomery.
There was a substantial colony on the West side of Tramway north of Menaul, to
the West of the Valero Station. Development has started recently and I do not
know what happened to the prairie dogs.
Prairie dogs prefer flat to gentle slopes for their burrows but will forage on steeper
slopes. I have not seen burrows on slopes greater than 20 %.
The City tried to remove the prairie dogs from Bullhead Park (south end of San
Pedro) using humane methods but it was a fiasco so they resorted to
poison. Bullhead Park is contiguous with KAFB so the Air Force prairie dogs were
moving the City Salad Bar.
The prairie dogs were burrowing under the runways at the Albq airport (causing a
hazardous situation) and they tried humane methods for removal/mitigation but it
failed and the Federal authorities used poison.
Chelwood Elementary School had a substantial prairie dog infestation on a
soccer field and eventually removed most but, I do not know what techniques
they used. One of the Prairie Dog Pals seemed upset with APS so I would
suggest they did not use kinder or gentler methods.
Chelwood Elementary has place two fences around its soccer field which may
prevent some reentry.
There is a lot of info about prairie dogs on the Internet but tedious covering it all.
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2 -Received 5/21/2017:
A short review of herbicide half-lives indicates that for glyphosate (Round-up,
etc.) in soil, the half-life is nominally around 30 to 40 days. An important
herbicide degradation mechanism is by microbial action, which is temperature
dependent. I would think the 30 to 40 days is for temperate zones and high
latitude degradation could be slower. The herbicides are organic compounds
which are good eats to some microbes.
You can check this out for yourself on Wikipedia and other sources.
You can check out sensitivities of mammals to glyphosate, too.
Amphibians seem to be the most sensitive to herbicides and all kinds of chemical
pollutants, such as synthetic hormones. If herbicides were applied before a rain
storm and the herbicides were washed into wetlands, the amphibians would be
at risk.
I have never seen a raptor hunt or kill a prairie dog along Tramway. There are
considerable aerial hazards to raptors along the NMDOT ROW so they may avoid
the area. Coyotes occasionally grab a prairie dog but they don’t seem to be an
effect control. If they were, we would not have the problem we have.

3 -Received 5/23/2017:
Looks like a productive meeting and nicely summarized. Following are my
comments/concerns so I would appreciate your response:
1. Process appears to be adding bureaucracy – Lots of city officials now
involved, lots of meetings, need for an updated MOU between the state
and the city and who knows what else lies around the corner. All of this
comes without a single attendee from the state officials, like Jim Dines,
who have attended other meetings, have shown great interest and seem
to be essential in getting funding for this to happen. Seems to be
devolving into more of an ART project than an attempt to return a corner
to its former looks. Perhaps this is all necessary to move this along. I just
wonder if any date can be estimated for bringing this project to a
conclusion. Was there any consultation with the state officials who have
attended other meetings on this topic? Anything done without them
involved may mean that we have to have additional meetings to inform
them and/or we don’t produce any progress in obtaining the funding
needed.

2. Prairie Dogs – This has been a concern of mine for some time and I have
brought this up at every meeting that I have attended. ELEVEN people
representing Prairie Dog Pals attended the meeting. If they allow for
relocation, which is mentioned briefly below, then things can progress. If
they remain fixed on “modern methods to create a balanced habitat in
which both plants and animals can live” then we are wasting our
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efforts. It is guaranteed that any allowance of a PD colony will eventually
return the corner to the Mars-Scape that it currently is.

3. Irrigation problems are listed as an issue – Why is that? What about the
idea of just planting native, or other plants, that do not require an
irrigation system? If plants requiring irrigation are added to the landscape,
with an assumption of a long-standing, fully-functional irrigation system,
these plants will eventually die. The city workers in charge of the irrigation
system along Tramway have already told us that they cannot maintain
this long drip line from Central to Montgomery (most of it is no longer
functioning) and that there is no funding to refurbish this. As evidence, I
counted the dead deciduous trees along Tramway between Menaul and
Indian School. There are at least 15 (in any case, every tree that requires
water is now dead). We should not support any landscaping that
depends on regular irrigation as this is not a good long-term plan.

3.1 Received 05/24/2017:
Thanks for the reply. Sounds good. I am not a PD expert but have seen them
take down several large trees in our local park before we could get them
removed. There are also bare spots along Tramway in areas where PD holes are
evident.
And yes, I understand the need for some low-level irrigation to get plants
established so this is a good plan. My point was more towards long-term
dependence on irrigation. That is probably not a wise assumption so your word
“temporary” makes perfect sense.

4 -Received 05/24/2017:
One issue that was not addressed at the last meeting was the prairie dog feeding
in the problem area.
During the non-winter months, several people of unknown affiliation lavish
considerable vegetables upon the prairie dogs and thereby facilitate a prairie
dog population that would not be possible if they had an entirely natural
diet. Homeless people should eat so well!
The prairie dog lovers spread food far and wide over several acres to include
both the NE and SE corners, on the west slope of the Walgreens and up to the
area north of the Firehouse. I once saw a lady with a truck load of produce
distribute her load in the Tramway and Indian School area.
Both Dave Zeuch and I opine that the prairie dog problem would be reduced if
NMDOT could ban the feeding of wild animals.
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Indeed, NM Game and Fish discourages the feeding of wild animals. We also
think that a natural (or near natural) landscaping cannot be established as long
as the prairie dog feeding continues.
I think Ken Murphy was very accurate in stating that native plants such as grasses
and shrubs, once established, can help stabilize the soil and prevent
erosion. Prairie dogs love to eat most grasses and will burrow under shrubs and
trees which eventually leads to the death of the plants.
We have discussed the feeding matter with Ken Murphy (NMDOT) and to me the
issue is unresolved.
I would propose that this topic be placed upon the agenda for the next
meeting. NMDOT’s current de facto policy seems to allow prairie dog feeding
on NMDOT property.

5 -Received 05/24/2017:
I'm going to apologize in advance for a very long e-mail on this subject, but
Embudo Canyon Neighborhood Association has been concerned with this issue
for quite some time and has quite a bit of history--and thought--associated with
the problem.
We first became concerned several years ago when we noticed that tree-ofheaven had completely taken over the NE corner of the intersection and
completely obscured the view of pedestrians and cyclists on the Tramway Trail
(coming from the north) to motorists heading west on Indian School. (See image
below. There actually is a pedestrian hidden behind the then-leaf-barren tree-ofheaven, but imagine if the pedestrian was a speeding bicyclist.)

We urged NMDOT3 to remove the tree-of-heaven, which was finally
accomplished after several false starts. But even with the tree-of-heaven
removed, we now can see that even the small rise on which the plants once
stood limits the visibility of trail-users to westbound motorists, and probably should
be regraded to improve safety and limit erosion.
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Removal of the tree-of-heaven has tuned the NE corner of Tramway & Indian
School into a "moonscape," which has been the source of the numerous,
unforeseen, ensuing problems that were discussed at our meeting of 18 May:
(1) An utterly barren terrain that is totally out of character with the entirety of the
eastern side of Tramway, pretty much all the way from Central to Montgomery.
(2) Serious eastward erosion problems that, given enough time, will threaten the
safety and integrity of the Tramway Trail, as illustrated in the next image:

(3) First, tree-of-heaven took over and obscured the bus stop; now, regular
erosion of ball-bearing-like gravel onto the sidewalk on the north side of Indian
School at the bus stop, posing a safety hazard to pedestrians, especially
pedestrians who might be sight-impaired and more inclined to use bus service
than other individuals. (Sorry, I couldn't get the bus-stop photo properly rotated.)

(4) Owing to the use of an herbicide to defeat tree-of-heaven, a soil whose
condition may not be suitable to re-landscaping or reclamation for some time to
come--which is why I was pleased to learn that Sites Southwest will actually be
testing the soil to see if/when re-landscaping can occur.
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Please don't misunderstand me. I think that I can speak for ECNA that we are
grateful that NMDOT3 took that steps that it did. Tree-of-heaven is a nasty and
persistent invasive species that posed a physical danger at the intersection, and,
left unchecked, will take over even more of the east side of Tramway. The west
side is already a mess!

I would like to see a real program to eliminate it along the length of Tramway, but
the State's budget just isn't in shape for such an undertaking.
Having outlined the problems that I have seen, I would like to offer some thoughts
and suggestions.
First, no member of ECNA harbors any hopes or desires that the east side of the
intersection of Tramway and Indian School will ever become some kind of
botanical garden a la High Desert. We are not a Homeowners' Association, and
we would never have the kind of budget that would permit creation of a flower
garden. We just want to see the intersection restored to something consistent
with the rest of Tramway, populated by native vegetation at best.
The problem is, of course, how to re-establish such vegetation in the presence of
extensive erosion, hungry prairie dogs and a general absence of irrigation. That
methodology, of course, is the goal of your study. However, a couple of
thoughts:
So, second, Councilor Harris has suggested the extensive use of rock as a way to
control erosion and, perhaps also to control the return and spread of prairie dogs
once they have been relocated. I think that Councilor Harris has in mind as a
model the park/plaza on the NE corner of Central and Tramway (the name of
which I have forgotten) where different colors and sizes of rock are used quite
aesthetically. The rock "decor" is punctuated by various types of grasses and
shrubs in quite an attractive way, although I am worried that the vegetation there
might be pretty highly water-consumptive. Here are some examples from that
park/plaza:
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Note that as the slope goes upward, however, the size of the rock has to increase
dramatically, (6 inches in diameter or so) otherwise natural forces will move the
rock downslope

Even on "the flat" the smaller colored gravels tend to mix together with
time. (Note my 6-inch, heavy duty sunglasses for scale)

Boulders can always be an attractive added feature.
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Again, note the size of the cobbles used on the highly sloping surfaces at the
park. Most of these are 6 inches or greater in diameter, and their "sharpness"-these are not rounded "stream cobbles"-- might be a deterrent to prairie dogs
that are tempted to move in again. (Again, note big sunglasses for scale.)
Speaking for myself, I would favor a generous and judicious use of colorful rock
over much of the barren NE corner of Indian School & Tramway, punctuated with
a limited amount of less thirsty, native vegetation. Moreover, especially on
slopes, the rock must be sufficiently large that prairie dogs can't easily move it or
burrow through it, and decorative boulders would be a nice feature that might
also discourage the prairie dogs by limiting their "visibility."
Finally, any vegetation that we might care to insert amongst the rock may require
some irrigation if only to get it started. I have walked the length of Tramway from
Indian School to Montgomery, noting the now-destroyed water system that also
ran that length. I can't prove it, of course, but something seems to have enjoyed
chewing of the irrigation system's tubing:

So, any water system, no matter how sparingly applied, may have to be more
robust than the old polybutylene (?) tubing.
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I had some other photos of rock applications that I had planned to send, but I
have run out of "attachment" space. Mostly, I guess that I'm thinking that the
type of rock arrangement on Walgreen's north side along Indian School is also
attractive, but probably much more expensive than simply bringing in truckloads
of coarse cobbles and spreading them out. I also have more images of the
damage that prairie dogs may have done to the now-defunct water system.

6- Received 05/24/2017:
In regards to prairie dog feeding the NMDOT does not have a policy that allows
such activity. NMDOT is not sure how it became practice although the PDP sign
does mention the food tastes of the animals. Also, NMDOT does not have law
enforcement powers so our employees cannot force people to stop the activity
or arrest them if they continue feeding the animals. This limitation is also an issue
with roadside vending where we advise people of the law and ask them to move
but cannot cite them if they do not. If we ask people to move and notice them
vending again we try to contact law enforcement to issue a citation. As far as
feeding prairie dogs we can check if Game and Fish knows of statute that could
be enforceable or if there is an applicable City ordinance. I am thinking a litter
prohibition ordinance may be applicable in this case.
Thanks,
Kenneth Murphy
District 3 Engineer

7- Received 05/25/2017:
I like the presentation. I think immediate work is more eradication of the Heavenly
Tree. Then I like the grass and raptor perch idea. When the prairie dogs become
too prevalent, they start to move into the immediate neighborhood within a
block of the walkway.
The south side of Indian School also has Heavenly Tree. Plus, there is not good
visibility to the south at the intersection of Tramway and Indian School. Please
remove some of the high plants at the corner.
8 -Received 05/25/2017:
I have lived on the 13000 block of Bellamah NE since 1979. I care deeply about
the appearance of the entrance to my neighborhood. I have driven and biked
and walked by the IS/TW intersection thousands of times. I understand that Prairie
dogs are indigenous to the high desert. But once humans pick a place to build a
city, the humans have rights that exceed the rights of prairie dogs. I watched for
years as the prairie dog’s population and territory gradually expanded aided by
well-intended people leaving water melon and bales of alfalfa. The rodents’
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need for food gradually destroyed the vegetation. This destructive behavior
continues all along this important city corridor. With the soil disturbed and barren,
the Chinese Sumac (Tree of Heaven) moved in. The NMDOT eventually arrived
with possibly the only (?) solution. Now we have an entrance to our
neighborhood from Indian School all the way to Monte Largo that portrays us as
uncaring, prideless people. It depresses our property values, depresses me, invites
the roaming bandits, and lowers our quality and standard of life. As a major city
street carrying thousands of cars per day, it also gives locals and tourists an
impression of entrenched poverty. How would you feel if the Big- I and the
entrance to the airport looked like this?
In your deliberations on corrective action toward the intersection, please give
weight to the rights of the humans that live here. Do not be overly influenced by
the outspoken, angry, zealous advocates for the Prairie dogs. They will always
shout louder than ordinary property-tax-paying citizens.

9 -Received 05/25/2017:
I know there can be ways to incorporate the landscaping with the habitat of the
prairie dogs and plants. That area is one of the few areas that are left for the
animals. The landscape was just fine before the weed trees and the tractor trucks
tearing down the area getting rid of the weed trees tore up what was left. There
must be low landscape vegetation that can combine both looks and habitat.
West of Walgreens has vegetation along the walking path that looks just fine and
the prairie dogs seem to leave them alone. Yes, the hill is bare going down from
Walgreen,s parking lot but the level area has a lot of vegetation.
PLEASE leave the prairie dogs alone and work around them They are one on my
and many others enjoyment. Every once in a while, the Prairie Dog Association
does relocate SOME to make it not over populated. They have not removed the
majority thank goodness.

10- Received 05/25/2017:
The area at Tramway and Indian School was once home to a large number of
native milkweed plants which are the host plant of the Monarch butterflies. We
are on the border of the migration path of this species that, based on preliminary
data this year could be facing another major decline. In years that the butterflies
have passed through, I have raised, tagged, and released as many as 150
Monarch butterflies through the University of Kansas Monarch Watch program
from eggs I collected from the plants on that corner.
For this species to survive, it is essential that we include plantings that will support
both the adults—nectar producing flowers, and the larval stage—milkweed,
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especially in habitats that the butterflies had returned to over a period of several
years. I have observed in my travels from here to Kansas, as well as here to
Phoenix, that current agricultural practices have virtually eliminated reproductive
habitats and new corridors need to be established.
If you would like more information on this topic, or on which species of milkweed
make the best host plants, please feel free to contact me.

11- Received 05/25/2017:
I would like to see some landscaping done in the marked areas. However,
thought must be given to type of trees and shrubs as to not encourage drifters
and loiterers to pause a threat to the neighborhood. Also, the prairie dog
community must be allowed to continue living there.

12- Received 05/25/2017:
I followed your links and was able to access your presentation--the one that
would have been given on 18 May save for A/V issues. (I'm not being critical-having given public, technical presentations from 1974-2007 I'm more than
familiar with the unwanted phenomenon.) Sites Southwest seems to have some
impressive experience behind it, but it still would have been nice to actually hear
the presentation, or to have some annotation added to what is on the web
site. (This was something that we always made sure that we had on hand
following presentations at the Labs when time ran over--as it inevitably did.)
I was particularly intrigued by run-off/erosion control depicted on Slide 20 (?)
which seems very relevant to our problem, but have no idea where the location
is, or what, exactly, was done. Or how much it cost. So again, would it be
possible to add some annotation to the slides?
I was unable to access the notes on public comments. I got a message reading
"Plug-in blocked," or words to that effect. It may just be my obsession with
computer security at my end--or maybe the fact that i am an evil "Mac" user--but
is it possible that something could be "fixed" at your end?
Finally, I don't know what the ultimate resolution of the "prairie dog" issue will
be. From my perspective, the operative word relative to a prairie dog's natural
environment is...well... "prairie." But coyotes are now essentially urban critters,
too. (Even if they do eat the neighbors' free-ranging cats and small dogs). So
perhaps, in balanced numbers, humans and their desired residential landscape
can peacefully co-exist with prairie dogs.
i will be eager to see what you and Sites Southwest come up with.
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PS: Just a bit of history: It would appear that both the City of Albuquerque AND
NMDOT are complicit in encouraging the care and feeding of prairie dogs along
Tramway. From the early 2000s...: http://prairiedogpals.org/history/

13- Received 05/26/2017:
Due to the number of traffic accidents at the Tramway and Indian School
intersection, I believe that it is important to have low-height vegetation (perhaps
interspersed with rocks to create visual appeal) at the near points of the
intersection so that cars can easily see oncoming traffic – especially for those cars
on Indian School as they cross Tramway. If this is not done, it will cost people their
lives. This is more important than erosion or prairie dogs for the health of the
neighborhood. I urge a plan that studies lines-of-sight from standard cars (not
higher SUVs or trucks) so that safety is maximized for all.

14- Received 05/27/2017:
(1) "Process appears to be adding bureaucracy – Lots of city officials now
involved, lots of meetings, need for an updated MOU between the state and the
city and who knows what else lies around the corner."
Dennis, I share your worries here. You and I both worked at Sandia Labs long
enough--in your case, far longer than me, I think--to see "major efforts" turned into
something wherein the "process" became far more important than the "final
product." Where endless meetings were held when we wondered why WE were
there, or why OTHERS who had, at best, tangential interests to the key problem,
were occupying major places in the agenda. So I understand your concern.
However, here I think that we have to play with the hand dealt to us by the City
and the State, at this particular unfortunate time in State--and City--budget
history.
Tom Menicucci and Councilor Harris have at least found budget to try to
understand exactly what happened at Indian School & Tramway (IS&T) which-despite my impatience--is probably essential to future efforts to "fix" IS&T. IMHO, I
don't think we want to leap headlong into a "reclamation project" that is doomed
to failure because, say, the soil is currently too contaminated to support a
reclamation project in the first place.
So I support Sites Southwest's effort to try to understand what happened and
what might be done to "fix" things, with a report due back to residents by late July
or early August. Even if I have my own strong opinions and chafe at the delay.
But I will be very upset if there is not a "Phase 2" to the project, which is, to
develop and execute a plan just as soon as State funding becomes available.
I understand your concern that we now seem to have a burgeoning
bureaucracy involving the City, the State, and, yes, a private contractor. But like
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it or not--and whether the City and State care to admit it--they have been joined
at the hip in the evolution of the Tramway Corridor when it ceased to be a dirt
City road and eventually turned into a State Highway. And now that we have
pressured them to fix things, I think that they will have to work together with US to
do so. Messy though that may be.
We HAVE had State involvement at every recent meeting in the person of
NMDOT3 Chief Engineer Ken Murphy, who has shown great concern for
the opinions of area residents for whom IS&T is the "gateway entrance" to our
neighborhoods.
If Jimmie Hall and Jim Dines have not been invited to our meetings, it is out
of respect for the terrible pressures that they are under as the Special Session
approaches--indeed, now is in progress. I have tried to keep Jimmie informed
with brief "bullet-style" e-mails, and I am grateful that you have passed them
along to Jim Dines. But I think that is the best that we can hope from our
legislators at the moment.
But please, please, do not discount the importance of the presence of Ken
Murphy at our meetings. He is a good friend to our neighborhood associations,
who nevertheless has to walk a fine line between advocacy for us--the subject
neighborhood associations--and highly effective political forces such as Prairie
Dog Pals (PDPs) with whom both the City and the State have a past history.
(2) Prairie Dogs – This has been a concern of mine for some time and I have
brought this up at every meeting that I have attended. ELEVEN people
representing Prairie Dog Pals attended the meeting.
Again, I share your concern. These people may not even have been from our
neighborhoods. PDPs are highly organized and, indeed, militant in their
"protection" of prairie dog environments. Even if I personally believe that they are
NOT PROTECTING prairie dog environments, but expanding them by artificial
feeding and watering. But I think that we need to let Sites Southwest complete its
study, even as we try to martial evidence that (a) PDPs aren't "protecting" prairie
dog habitats so much as trying to expand them--think: Chelwood Elementary
School; and (b) that "relocation" efforts are a great cost to taxpayers with little
efficacy.
ECNA has started to distribute an e-mail that will try to encourage NA
participation to "counterbalance" the presence of PDPs at future meetings, and I
may even put up a yard sign in my front yard to that effect.
(3) Irrigation problems are listed as an issue – Why is that? I fear that
introduction of even native vegetation will require some INITIAL irrigation. I am
not a botanist, but I have been told that by people who are either botanists or
arborists. It won't have to be permanent, but I think that it WILL be necessary to
get things going. And it will have to be "prairie dog-resistant,"
Here, I think that we will have to await the final word from Sites Southwest and
whomever is designated to actually create and execute a landscape design.
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I hope that this e-mail addresses some of your questions and concerns. I am not
entirely happy with the "process" as it stands, either.
But we are swimming in highly politically-charged waters, so this slow approach
may be necessary, much though we may dislike it.

15- Received 05/27/2017:
I think maybe your theory about the cause of the “Mars-scape or lunarscape”
may be flawed.
The Tramway and Indian School area is the only area where there is large scale
prairie dog feeding, which sustains an inordinate population of Gunnison Prairie
Dogs. I don’t think you can ignore the influence and effect of this large
unnatural force.
I opine that if feeding were terminated, the population would diminish, either
through migration, lower birth rates or premature deaths. I would suggest you
talk to one of the professional biologists who works for the COA.
Regarding your comments about reintroducing native species, I tend to agree
with you.

16- Received 05/28/2017:
I have thought about your response for several days. I appreciate your position
as a District Engineer, that you have to deal with the situations such as vending
without having complete authority to effect positive change.
I have noticed illegal vending for many years and have seen a few near crashes,
when vendors reenter Tramway Blvd. There is a clear safety imperative here. I
have also noticed that some State Highways have “No road side vending” signs
and citizens are compliant.
If you are willing to install “No roadside vending” signs at the critical locations
along Tramway, I will help to enlist law enforcement services. Tramway Blvd is no
longer a lightly used country road. The volume and speed of the traffic have
increased over the years such that the presence of vendors is hazardous.
The undesirable effects of Prairie Dogs puts you in a similar position. I think there
may be some smart lawyers in Santa Fe who could clarify your legal position for
you. Again, if you do have some legal foundation, perhaps prohibitive signage
would be the place to start. And, again, I would be willing to seek law
enforcement assistance when I observe violations.
17- Received 05/28/2017:
I was biking today along the Tramway trail and I think I saw some PD burrows near
Lomas. I also heard PDs barking about 200’ north of I-40. I did not see
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them. There was a substantial PD colony at Central and Tramway (NE corner, La
Luz de Amistad Park was overrun by PD’s and homeless folks) at one time but the
City and State created a hard surface park there and I have not seen them
there. But maybe there were some remnants who could live on the east side of
the bicycle trail.
I am sorry the info is fragmented. Your request about PD locations has made me
more attentive.

18- Received 06/01/2017:
A few days ago, I mentioned seeing prairie dog burrows on the State ROW, on
the NE corner of Lomas and Tramway.
Well, I checked it out today. On the NE corner of Lomas and Tramway, north of
the Circle K, there is a substantial PD colony, which is spilling over onto the State
ROW.
This colony is on private land. This colony is worth studying. I saw no evidence of
anthropogenic feeding and the PD’s seemed noticeably wilder than their
“Country Club” cousins at Indian School.
The native grasses seem to be reduced substantially and most of the plants
seemed to be unpalatable varieties.
If you would ever like to have a short wildflower talk, I could bike or walk with you
as many miles as you can stand. Right now the Palmer’s penstemon and the
Sand Penstemon (Penstemon ambiguous) are blooming. Both are unbelievably
beautiful. There are isolated patches of them along the trail but , of course, nonexistent in the Lunarscape .
A local resident told me that the PD Pals come by and reduces the
population. This resident claims PD’s will forage far and wide for their favorite
food, native grasses. By my estimates, PD Pals capture about 1% of the wild
population. The PD Pals removal techniques have failed dismally on some City
Parks, such as Bullhead Park on SE San Pedro.

19-Received 06/02/2017:
1. "Process appears to be adding bureaucracy – There is only one simple
point here. We have to be aware of where the funding will come from for
the actual landscaping. The city has done a great job in funding Sites SW
to conduct these necessary preliminary studies. If the city will fund the
actual landscaping work, then holding meetings with city officials is just
fine. If the funding needs to come from the state, then state officials
should be present at the meetings. Otherwise, there is loss of momentum
from our previous meetings with Jim Dines, Jimmie Hall, etc. and a loss of
time to educate the state officials on what was said in these related
associated city meetings. The participation from state workers (Ken
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Murphy and George Radnovich, especially) has been tremendous to say
the least. However, from our previous meetings, it seemed apparent that
state government officials are needed to conduct the actual
landscaping (your Phase 2 listed below).
2. Prairie Dogs – I have seen vegetation destroyed too many times by PD to
believe that PD are not, at least, one of the primary causes of the barren
landscape. Other points along Tramway that have colonies of PD are
also accompanied by balding landscape. However, it appears that the
PD issue is being resolved and new landscaping will attempt to minimize
PD intrusions.
3. Irrigation System - I think we have beaten this one to death. I understand
that irrigation is necessary to get even native plants established. After
that, the irrigation can be abandoned on place. My only point was that
planting vegetation that has a long-term dependence on irrigation is
probably not the best plan.

20-Received 06/11/2017:
You have asked for resident input regarding the problems/conditions at all four
corners of the intersection of Tramway Blvd (“owned” by the State of NM
Highway Department) and Indian School Rd NE (which is under City jurisdiction).
Historic concerns: At one point in time there was in existence a document which
outlined the respective responsibilities of the City and the State of NM regarding
maintenance of landscaping and associated technical components (ie, irrigation
and power system) that ran from Central to Montgomery at one time. This
agreement was not fulfilled, probably with failure to comply with agreement
stipulations by both parties. This agreement has since been lost and is out of date
and a new agreement is needed as we go forward.
Current concerns:
-The intersection is currently unsafe for both motorists and Tramway
Pedestrian/Bike Path users. Previous landscaping and the eventual take-over by
the Tree-of-Heaven (a designated invasive species) obscures path users from
traffic viewing. Plants, along with the steep grade of the path sloping from North
to South on the NE corner make traffic turning North onto Tramway from westbound Indian School at risk of hitting a biker, jogger or child who may not be
under control of the parent at that moment. This may be more likely for path users
trying to make the light as a vehicle turns right.
-While the prairie dogs are cute and indigenous, their population became out of
balance with the environment. Their excessive population growth, supported by
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the permitted feeding on the part of the City to the Prairie Dog Pals group,
proved to be an unwise decision: it helped decimate the good, native plants
that once existed there.
-The efforts to eradicate the Tree-of-Heaven plants, which took over the area
when irrigation systems failed due to vandalism and lack of maintenance as well
as making the bus stop invisible and unusable, did address the safety concern
related to path visibility but created unforeseen problems of erosion. Now the
sidewalk is unsafe due to the finely crumbled granite which washes out from the
slopes.
I am fearful as a homeowner in this area that the “moonscape appearance” of
this primary entrance to several adjacent neighborhoods makes a terrible
statement of what we think about our community and what the City thinks about
land use. Many of us have been trying for YEARS to get our elected officials to
help address this problem and provide guidance on how to tackle this complex
problem. Only now, after years of beating ourselves against the bureaucracy do I
see a glimmer of hope that this problem will be addressed in the next few years.
(I'm under no delusions--it will take planning, commitment from our local and
state elected leaders, and money, which is tight.)
My recommendations:
-The NE corner of Tramway needs to be re-graded to lessen the severe drop to
the pedestrian crossing and update to newer standards for visibility since
Tramway Blvd was originally constructed. Terracing and “waffle structure”
techniques mentioned in the June meeting sound like very good ideas to me.
-The goal should be to restore landscaping with as many native, low-water plants
and more appropriate tree and shrubs. Looking at methods of using wasted runoff water strikes me as an excellent idea.
-I am not in favor of killing the prairie dogs or trying to get totally rid of them, as
they are likely to move back. I AM IN FAVOR OF CREATING A BALANCED ECOENVIRONMENT which means NOT FEEDING THEM. Littering the area with carrot,
apple and grass-clippings strike me as breaking the Littering Laws and
encouraging a reproduction rate that is out of balance with the ability of the
environment to sustain a natural population. I am TOTALLY SUPPORTIVE of using
the methods outlined in your presentation to discourage Prairie Dog Activity.
There is no point to replant if the population is not reduced and PUBLIC FEEDING IS
NOT STOPPED. It would be a waste of tax-payer funds.
-If decorative stone is to be used on a slope, I would prefer to see larger/flatter
pieces that are likely to hold on a slope and not be prone to rolling onto
sidewalks and path.
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21- Received 06/12/2017:
We had a good planning meeting on May 18. Sites Southwest will be the City
contractor to do the analysis and planning and the COA planner in charge will
be Tom Menecuci.
I was disturbed by some of the people who showed at the Foothills Substation. It
turns out they were from the Prairie Dog Pals, a prairie dog activist group. They
seemed to have more members at the meeting than did the 3 NA’s. It seemed
like they wanted to stack the deck. Who invited them, anyhow?
One lady from PDP’s made the comment that she saw nothing wrong with the
Tramway-Indian School intersection and it looked like any other intersection along
Tramway.
I thought the lady was a little dim-witted but she infuriated some of the
homeowners who live to the east of the intersection because of her dismissive
attitude toward having presentable landscaping at the entrance to their
neighborhood.
Later I thought that the PDP’s were more interested in protecting the prairie dogs
and did not have a strong interest in restoring the landscaping. I think they may
try to subvert or sidetrack any robust restoration effort that would reduce
substantially or eliminate the prairie dog population.
Several days later I had an email exchange with Ken Murphy and he expressed
that he has no Law Enforcement resources to stop the people from the massive
prairie dog feeding that goes on there. It is common to see carrots, greens,
melons and bales of alfalfa on the site.
I suggested that he talk to NMDOT lawyers to see what his legal options are.
I also suggested that he install signage forbidding the feeding of wildlife. He has
been very reluctant to do this but, if he has authority over NMDOT property,
signage would be the first step in stopping the feeding.
I also said that, if he has authority to prohibit the wildlife feeding, I would try to
bring Law enforcement to bear upon the problem.
NMDOT is going to pay taxpayer money to PDP to reduce the prairie dog
population. It seems reasonable that, if PDP will be a NMDOT contractor, NMDOT
could require PDP to reframe from feeding the wildlife on NMDOT property.
You can go to the Sites Southwest website and look at public comments.
There will be a follow-up meeting in August.

22- Received 06/14/2017:
Hi everyone-Interesting views on the topic. I have been wondering why the city
mowed that area down to the dirt! As an ordinary property-tax-paying citizen, I
feel the prairie dogs should be respected. I agree we need a balanced eco
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system and that includes our native plants AND animals. It is a shame to hear the
prairie dogs are over running the place. I have fed them when I visited
Walgreens, but I think a good compromise would be to not feed them as noted
above but let them continue to be part of the landscape. Education on a
balanced environment could help the situation.
I would hate to see such a special part of NM be eradicated for some nice
landscaping. Can’t we have both? It’s a shame if we can’t compromise …..

23- Received 06/24/2017:
Hi!
I was told to forward my input to you.
On our way to the post office we noticed how beautiful the landscaping is on the
East side of Nakomis Drive between Constitution and Lomas. Two different
landscape styles both beautiful. I prefer the one at the Quail Ridge complex
though.

24- Received 07/24/2017:
I monitor the area in the NE quadrant of Candelaria and Tramway where there is
a substantial prairie dog town. The area is becoming progressively barren and
stripped of most vegetation.
From my own observations, I can tell you that almost all plants are in their
diet. When food supplies are limited, they eat a wide range of plants.
According to Wikipedia, Prairie Dogs eat leaves, grasses (and grass roots), weeds
and seeds.
Gunnison’s Prairie Dogs eat rabbitbrush, tumbleweeds, dandelions, salt brush,
Buffalo grass, Blue Gramma grass, and cactus.
I can confirm that they eat tumbleweeds because I have been cutting down
and pulling out tumbleweeds on the edge of the Trail from Hugh Graham to
Comanche. ( Tumbleweeds on the edge of the Trail are a considerable nuisance
when they mature.) In the vicinity of the Candelaria Prairie Dog town,
tumbleweeds are nonexistent. I am confident the pd’s consume them when the
tumbleweeds are small.
From my observations, here is a list of plants that prairie dogs don’t eat:
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cactus
Sotol ( A desert plant related to Agaves)
Snakeweed
Tree of Heaven
Desert Willow ( Robust, native tree/shrub)
Red currant( Native shrub which has an obnoxious smell when pruned or
cut)
Bird of Paradise( Invasive exotic from South America)

They may eat some cactus but I haven’t seen it and, in the Candelaria town, the
cactus are rampant. This town is looking like overgrazed ranchland that has
mostly obnoxious and unpalatable plants.
There is a myth that ranchers don’t like prairie dogs because livestock injure
themselves by stepping in the holes. Some writers contend there is not much
injury to livestock.
I would opine that ranchers hate prairie dogs because they compete nose-tonose with cows, eating almost the same foods. A large prairie dog town would
eliminate almost all the livestock forage for several to tens of acres.
In an urban environment where there is a substantial prairie dog presence, there
is a substantial, progressive diminution of plant species, like overgrazed
ranchland. The loss of plant diversity creates a barren, unpleasant environment
that is prone to erosion. Some of us enjoy the plant diversity and the seasonal
wildflowers.
I urge you to engage a prairie dog “mitigator” to reduce the prairie dog
population in the Candelaria town.
Also, I want to note that someone is providing food to the nascent prairie dog
colony at the SE corner of Montgomery and Tramway. I would expect it to grow.
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